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Details from a small scale pilot

A small primary school in the North West of England

piloted an adaptation of Unit 3A Packaging. The teacher

was supported by a classroom assistant. The teaching

of the unit was completed in a single day and was

carried out by Year 3 pupils.

A preparatory homework plus discussion to

set the scene

Before the start of the unit the children from Year 3 were

asked to bring in from home examples of packaging that

they liked. The teacher had collected some packaging

as well and all were put on display together. Pupils in

the class were asked to describe something about the

packaging they found attractive. This gave the following

list:

• bright colours;

• characters from films or books;

• pictures of the product in the package;

• for storage when it was empty;

• as something to play with when it was empty.

They also noted that some had free gifts such as toys or

games and many had good value offers – buy one, get

one free or buy two and get each at a lesser price.

The teacher was able to bring out specific points by

asking focused questions that required the children to

look at the packaging on display.

“Can you show me one that has instructions?”

“Can you show me one that has words describing the

product?”

“Can you show me one that has a cut out you can see

through? “

This response indicated that the class already had some

understanding of the features found on packaging and

set the scene for a more detailed look at the packaging

used for light bulbs.

Figure 1 The packaging display

Looking at light bulb packaging

The teacher used a carefully prepared sequence of

questions, which elicited a set of answers that built on

the discussion that had already taken place. She

ensured that different children were involved in

answering the questions and when one child faltered

she encouraged others to provide answers that helped

keep the sequence in motion. The answers in italic

capture the thrust of the development and the way she

was able to build up a picture of the complexities in the

light bulb packaging.

What does the package hold?

Light bulbs

How can we tell?

There are pictures on the packaging

There is also writing

What does the writing on the package tell us?

The price – 89p

How many light bulbs

The sort of light bulb – pearl

What does the picture on the package tell us?

What the bulb looks like

What the bit at the bottom (the fitting) is like

What else is on the package?

Some writing

An energy chart

60 watt

A bar code

What is this for?

Instructions on how you use the bulbs

Not sure about the rest

So …

Here’s homework to help you find out.

• Next time you go to the supermarket look carefully

at what happens at the check out.

• Look at the lights at home. Are they all the same

brightness?

• Find out about the watt number for the different

brightness’s.

How can we get the contents out of the package?

There is a flap that opens

What is the package made from?

Cardboard

Apart from telling us about the contents and how to use

them, what else does the packaging do?



This stumped the class so the teacher passed round

some egg boxes for the children to look at.

Figure 2 A diversion to consider protection

Then she asked these questions.

What do you put in these boxes?

Eggs

Why?

Because they are delicate

What does delicate mean?

Easy to break

So what does the box do for the eggs?

It keeps them safe frombreaking

Why is this important?

You don’t want broken eggs

Would you put eggs in a cereal box?

No

Why not?

It wouldn’t stop them getting broken

So how does the egg box protect the eggs?

It wraps them up and stops them getting

bashed

Let’s think about the light bulbs again.

What would happen if I dropped a light bulb?

It would smash

So are light bulbs delicate?

Yes

So what else does the packaging do for the light bulbs?

It protects them

And how does it do this?

It stops them getting bashed

At this point the teacher was able to summarise the

purpose of packaging and ask the class if they agreed

and if she had missed anything.

• It tells us what’s inside.

• It gives extra information and tells us how to use the

product.

• It protects the product from damage.

There was general agreement and an air of

understanding.

A key demonstration to establish the concept

of a net

The teacher then asked the whole class “What do you

think this light bulb package will look like when it is

opened out flat?” The children looked puzzled. Then she

said, “Let’s find out; look closely.”

Then very carefully using a paper knife she prized open

the packaging to reveal one side with all the printing on

and the other side just plain card. The class were

astonished.

Then she asked, “Do you think we can fold it up back

together so that it holds the light bulbs again?” Some in

the class were doubtful, others were more confident so

she asked one pupil to come and try. The atmosphere

was tense as she slowly folded the carton together; a

little hesitation to achieve the internal dividers between

the bulbs and then it was done; folded back together.

There was spontaneous applause.

Figure 3 The package opened out on the outside

Figure 4 The package opened out on the inside

An important skills demonstration

Now the teacher moved onto helping the class make

their own first simple packaging from a single sheet.

She told the class that the word used to describe a flat

shape that could be folded up into a 3D form was ‘net’

and that she would show them how to do make one for

themselves. Each child was give a card sheet printed

with the net for an oblong box (rectangular prism) but

with the tabs missing. The teacher then showed the

class where she thought tabs would be needed by

drawing them in place. Then she carefully scored the

fold lines before cutting out the net. Then she

assembled the net using a glue stick to provide the

adhesive. Before the children set about producing their

own nets the classroom assistant repeated the

demonstration but without adding the tabs. When she

tried to assemble her net she failed. Now the children

were in a position to tackle the task for themselves.



Figure 5 This needs some thinking

Figure 6 Do the score lines show through

Figure 6 Careful folding

Once they had done this they were able to choose from

three other nets – cube, square based pyramid,

hexagonal prism for extra practice.

Figure 7 The finished box

All the children were able to decide where the tabs

should be placed although some added redundant tabs

i.e. tabs that clashed with other tabs. Careful

observation of the completed boxes showed the

importance of even scoring, careful folding and tab size.

One pupil had the idea of adapting a tab to make a

piece that could be used to keep the lid closed but able

to be opened.

Adding surface decoration  – a comparison of

methods

The teacher now asked the children to decorate the nets

it two ways; firstly by hand and then by computer. The

children could choose any product they liked; it could be

a copy of existing packaging for an existing product or

made up. The children began by producing hand

lettering and illustration. Some were able to come up

with their own ideas; others copied but they all found it

difficult to produce letters of a consistent shape and

size. Inevitably some were more adept at this than

others.

They went to the computer suite to add clip art

decorations to a similar oblong box net. The classroom

assistant was able to demonstrate how to use clip art on

the electronic white board while the teacher helped

pupils with individual difficulties. It has to be admitted

that this session was a little rushed.  The clip art

versions were printed out and taken back to the

classroom to compare with those produced by hand.

Through class discussion the pupils were able to agree

on the following points:

• easier to place words and pictures exactly where

you wanted them to be by hand;

• easier to get the colours you want by hand;

• easier to get the style you want by hand.

But a much better finish with the computer in terms of:

• evenness of colour;

• evenness of spacing;

• easy to get same size and shape for letters.

Also you can work much more quickly on the computer

and it tells you if there are any spelling mistakes.

The children were not sure how to choose between

computer or hand-produced work. After some

discussion it was agreed that a mix of methods might

work if you used clip art from the computer and kept any

hand lettering very simple.

Examples of the hand and computer-produced

packaging are shown with comments in Figure 8

overleaf.



Figure 8a This child was very pleased with being able to

put a recognisable baby on her packaging.
Figure 8b This child insisted that his computer

generated lettering should be as similar to the hand

drawn copy as possible. He spent a long time getting a

red outline to the yellow lettering.

Figure 8c This child was disappointed that he couldn’t

achieve green and red lettering but delighted that he

could position some bugs over the ‘O’s in the word

chocolate.



Designing and making some packaging

Now the teacher set the class the task of producing

some finished packaging for a either a tea bag or a few

sweets. These items were chosen, as they were small

so that a net  to produce from a single sheet of A4 card

would be large enough to hold them.

As before the children were given nets of their choice

without tabs. The experience of producing the practice

nets had convinced most children that the square based

pyramid was a good choice and the majority opted for this.

It was interesting to see how the skill in scoring had

increased during the day. Now all pupils were able to

use the safety ruler, pressing down firmly in the middle

with one hand whilst grasping the scissors firmly in the

other and making a bold single movement the length of

the line to be scored.

The children’s products

Examples of the children’s packages are shown in

Figures 9 – 12 with comments.

• This is work from an able pupil.

Figure 9a   Packaging for a single tea bag

This pupil has performed well in both designing and

making.  This pupil found the addition of tabs to the

given net straightforward.

Figure 9b    Look how well it closes

The construction in terms of scoring, folding and cutting

was well executed as evidenced by the way the pyramid

net closed with minimal gaps between the closing face

and the adjacent sides.

The piece of clip art chosen for decoration shows an

appreciation of the need for simplicity in a small

package.  The arrangement of the letters T, E and A in

the tight space at the top of the decorated face is quite

sophisticated.

The row of ‘Tea’ along the bottom of the decorated face

doesn’t quite work but is in the same colour as the T, E,

A exploration and contributes to a visual unity.

• This is work from an average pupil.

Figure 10a  Packaging for 3 favourite sweets

Figure 10b   This closes well too

This pupil has performed well in making but les well in

designing.

This pupil found the addition of tabs to the given net

straightforward.

The construction in terms of scoring, folding and cutting

was well executed as evidenced by the way the pyramid

net closed with minimal gaps between the closing face

and the adjacent sides.

The decoration is simple and has the potential to be

effective but is not integrated well with the lettering.

The arrangement of the words is not consistent and on

one side a word has been broken



• This is work from an average pupil.

Figure 11a An interesting idea – a sweet field with sweet

insects buzzing around

Figure 11b The construction isn’t crisp and the labelling

on the ‘insect’ sweets is inconsistent.

The pupil has performed well in designing but less well

in making and graphic execution.

The concept is interesting and sophisticated – a sweet

field in which the insects are in fact flying sweets.

Is there is an attempt to label the sweets? Ch for child;

but what is S and H? (Soft and Hard?) What about the

unlabelled sweets?

The colouring of the grass is careful in that it does not

obscure the sweets.

The construction of the net is clumsy, lacking precision.

The lettering ‘Sweet Field’ is over complex.

• This is work from a less able pupil.

Figure 12a Packaging for a single tea bag

Figure 12b Not a good fit

This pupil has performed weakly in both designing and

making.

This pupil needed help in adding the tabs to the given net.

The construction in terms of scoring, folding and cutting is

clumsy as evidenced by the protruding tabs and the poor

fit between the closing face and the adjacent sides.

The clip art chosen for decoration is obvious.

The positioning of the clip art is not consistent.

The arrangement of the lettering is not consistent.

The wording is unimaginative with a spelling mistake.

Evaluation

The teacher and the children were a little disappointed

with the final results as both the making and decorating

of the final packaging had been very rushed. No one

had an afternoon break!

The children made the following suggestions.

• Scoring lines should be dashed lines to distinguish

from cutting lines.

• Printing the nets onto a wide range of coloured card

would give more choice.

The teacher made the following suggestion.

• out the cutting lines for clip art they had printed out

and wanted to stick onto their packaging.

The classroom assistant made the following suggestion.

• The children could print out words onto coloured

paper and stick them onto the packaging rather than

writing them.

They all said that it was too much to get done in one

day but they had enjoyed it.


